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“ingenious”
-Laura Molzahn, the Chicago Reader (Critics Choice)
“Erica is a fierce performer and art maker able to conduct rigorous research, speak articulately to her process
and create performance steeped within this process without losing the heart and humor of her artistic vision
and aesthetic.”
-Guillermo Gomez-Pena, MacArthur and Bessie Award-Winning performance artist and writer
“Erica’s work re-imagines form, performance, and how we might bridge aesthetics and societal constructs.
Her work defies labels. Instead of allowing her work to be limited by the boxing of venues, she expands her
notion of what a venue might be. Nothing is wasted. Everything is invention-embodied.”
-Sharon Bridgforth, New Dramatists Resident Playwright and Academic

Erica Mott Productions is the collaborative team stemming from the choreographic and sculptural
spectacles of performance deviser, sculptural object designer and cultural organizer Erica Mott. With a
career spanning more than a decade, her work utilizes body based sculptural forms and transforms discarded
materials and disregarded spaces. Using the tools of humor and surprise, she captures and heightens the
magic and mystery of the mundane and invites communities to re-view and re-envision shared spaces and
practices. Mott, in collaboration with sound designer and electronic performer Ryan Ingebritsen,
developed a technique of interdependent performance practice in which high and low technologies are
employed to build visual and sonic instruments out of common objects driven by the movement of the
body. This practice led to several innovative and critically acclaimed productions that toured across the US,
Europe, and Canada. Their work has garnered support from major institutions such as Ingenuity Festival
Cleveland, The Dance Center at Columbia College and the Chicago Dancemakers Forum. Since they
began work together on the Victory Project Trilogy and the dance film of Revised and Revisited, they have
worked with video artists John Boesche and Clint Wilson as well as having dramaturgical input from
luminaries such as Guggenhiem award winning choreographer, Sara Shelton-Mann, Bryan Saner, Coman
Poon, and Ginger Farley.

Core Ensemble
Erica Mott is a choreographer, sculptural object designer and cultural organizer who,
utilizes body based sculptural forms (mask/costume/object), transforms discarded
materials and disregarded spaces. Erica is a recipient of several awards including
Amnesty International’s Patrick Stewart Human Rights Fellowship (to teach arts in
community in South Africa), The Santa Fe Art Institute Residency, Ragdale
Foundation Residency, NES Artist, the Chicago Dancemakers Forum Fellowship,
the City of Chicago CAAP program and the Neighborhood Arts Program (NAP).
She is a core troupe member of the seminal performance art troupe, La Pocha
Nostra.
Ryan Ingebritsen is a composer, sound designer, and live electronic musician who’s
music focuses on the multi-dimensional aspects of sound incorporating space, time,
and site specific acoustics as structural musical elements while using familiar
materials to permeate and reveal these mystical structures. His work with Erica
Mott has given his music a new direction and logical home as the interactive and
interdependent performance practice he has spent over a decated cultivating has
come to fruition through the use of the human body as a musical instrument.

John Boesche began his work in media design in 1981 and has created media and
scenic designs for more than 120 professional productions. His Broadway credits
include Beyond Glory at Roundabout Theatre, directed by Robert Falls, and The
Glass Menagerie at Roundabout Theatre, directed by Frank Galati. He had
designed for dance companies including the Joffrey Ballet Chicago, Liz Lerman
Dance Exchange (Washington, DC), Lucky Plush Productions (Chicago) and
Mordine & Company Dance Theatre (Chicago) among others.

Ginger Farley has been a dancer, teacher, dancemaker, and dance advocate in
Chicago since1978. She danced with the Hubbard Street Dance Company from
1978-1988. Teaching credits include the Lou Conte Dance Studio, the Dance
Center of Columbia College and The Chicago Academy for the Arts. From 19962001 she directed The 58 Group, an ensemble of musicians and dancers that
explored the relationship of music and movement in live performance, with
colleague Cameron Pfiffner. She has also choreographed for theater, most notably
the Çourt Theatre production of The Iphigenia Cycle directed by JoAnn Akalaitis and
her work has also been seen on broadcast television.
Dancers
Joy Davis, Sylvita Diaz, Karen Faith, Suzy Grant, Melissa McNamara, Bryan Saner, Brian Shaw, Christopher
Knowlton, Blake Russell
Video Images
Clint Wilson
Dramaturgy
Coman Poon and Ira Murfin

Prop Design
David Krause

The Victory Project is a series of
works that incorporate image, text,
movement and elements of
puppetry to dismantle body parts
and allegories that confuse and
conflate patriotism and perversity.
The first of Mott and Ingebritsen’s
experiments in interdependent
performance practice, the current
duet version features sound and
video that is created and controlled
by the movement of human bodies
on stage by the use of various high
and low tech methods.
Dancers: Erica Mott and Ryan
Ingebritsen
Choreography: Erica Mott
Sound Design: Ryan Ingebritsen
Sculptural Object Design: Erica
Mott
Costume Design: Kristin Mariani

2 Versions
Victory Project Duet
Length: 45 minutes
Video Design: John Boesche
Premiered at Cleveland Ingenuity
Festival 2012
View 10 minute sample:
https://vimeo.com/56888152

View Full Production:
https://vimeo.com/61092741

Victory Project Trilogy:
Full Company Production
An evening length ambulatory
performance
Dancers: Mott and Ingebrisen plus
5 female dancers
Length: 120 minutes
Video Design: Clint Wilson
Premiered at Northerly Island,
Chicago 2011
View Sample Reel:
https://vimeo.com/33849823

Cowboys and Vikings project
creates unique space where sound,
objects and movement create
interactive performance
environments. Developed as a
trilogy, there are 3 different
performance iterations that can be
presented as individual works or as
a multi-space, multi-evening
presentation.
Dancers: 4 male dancers
Choreography: Erica Mott
Sound Design: Ryan Ingebritsen
Sculptural Object Design: Erica
Mott
Video Design: Clint Wilson
Five Gaits, Four Walls, Fourteen
Knots. Described as a sweeping
landscape of maverick abandon,
aggressive territoriality, and lonely
constriction.
Length: 50 minutes
Premier: Columbia College Dance
Center 2012
View Sample Reel:

A solo performance combining
dance, found text, and objects
written and performed by Erica
Mott. Revised and Revisited traces
Mott’s memory and absence of
memory of her ancestry. Through
her body, she traces her family’s
journey to America through
present
incorporating
the
movement based rituals that have
kept them together and ones that
have pulled them apart. Created in
collaboration with New Dramatist
Playwright, Sharon Bridgforth.

https://vimeo.com/44434571

Wasteland, Water, and Words is
an embodiment of stereotypes and
conflagrations of the frontier
cowboy and the Icelandic Viking
with a sound score featuring
Icelandic landscapes, country
western music, and Viking Metal.
Length: 35 minutes
Premiere: In Time performance
festival 2013
Prairies, Wakes, and Empty
Space. The last part in the Trilogy
is still in development to be
premiered in Reykjavik 2014 with
4 male dancers and live musicians
and immersive video and sound
installation featuring images and
sounds from global and interstellar
landscapes.

Duration Performance 50 minutes
Dancer: Erica Mott
Sound Design: Ryan Ingebritsen
Video: Nadia Oussenko
Premiered 2009, Links Hall
Chicago
View Sample Reel:
https://vimeo.com/13007626

Workshops and Residencies
Interdependent Performance Practice

Mott and Ingebritsen have developed a
singular working method that crosses
boundaries between music, theater,
dance and sculpture. Dancers become
musical instruments whose movements
stimulate sonic and visual elements
while the sound composition dictates
certain movement qualities, rhythms
and engagement with sculptural objects.
This
interdependent
performance
practice is informed by intensive
periods of theoretical and embodied
research into socio-political and
historical themes.
Creating highly
visual
and
at
times
awkward
juxtapositions between assumed binaries (contemporary/historical, male/female, body/object,
violence/beauty, etc) Ingebritsen and Mott work in tandem devising choreography that is
energetically engaging on both a visual and sonic level.

The ensemble offers a number of different
workshop and residency opportunities for students
of dance, music, theater, and performance art
addressing inter-dependent performance practice.
Additionally, we offer performance lectures around
the sociopolitical themes and topics addressed in
our work to history, social science, public policy,
gender and cultural studies departments. For
dance and theater performers, our workshops
address psychophysical presence, basic principles of
object manipulation, work live sonic objects, and
motion tracking devices.
For composers,
workshops will address developing sound scores
that rely on a dancers manipulation of stage props
and/or developing movement with performers and
motion tracking software to generate a live
interactive sound score. Though the workshop can
be geared toward students of any specific
discipline, it will focus on core-principles of
interdependent performance practice and will best
serve students working across disciplines.

Specific Workshop Possibilities
Workshops are best suited to arts programs that have a strong dance and sound art or music
department but could translate into many different areas of cross discipline collaboration including
video, sculptural, computer science, mechanical engineering, costume design, and other fabrication
arts as well as collaborations between electronic and acoustic musicians. Workshops generally require
a studio space around 30X30 ideally with sound and video capabilities. All are ideally paired with a
performance of a touring work. Workshops fall into 3 general categories.
Full Residency teaching workshop
- 4-6 weeks in length.
- Mentorship of individual student projects.
- Leading students in devising new work in groups, and as collaborative pairs.
Week long intro and experimentation workshop
- 1-2 weeks in length Working mostly in groups but some individual work with
collaborative partners as time permits.
Multi-Day Lecture/Demo
- 1-4 days in length working mostly in a demonstrative capacity but some group sessions
with students are also possible.
Performance Lecture
- Single day lecture performance and Q&A addressing themes of work (The Female
Body in War and Victory, The Impact of the outlaw hero on contemporary economy and
environment, Globalization, tech and the female laborer, the great immigrant myth and
xenophobic present)

